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Abstract Optimization models for making decisions over time in uncertain
environments rely on probabilistic inputs, such as scenario trees for stochastic mathematical programs. The quality of model outputs; i.e., the solutions
obtained, depends on the quality of these inputs. However, solution quality is
rarely assessed in a rigorous way. The connection between validation of model
inputs and quality of the resulting solution is not immediate. This chapter
discusses some efforts to formulate realistic probabilistic inputs and subsequently validate them in terms of the quality of solutions they produce. These
include formulating probabilistic models based on statistical descriptions understandable to decision makers; conducting statistical tests to assess the validity of stochastic process models and their discretization; and conducting
re-enactments to assess the quality of the formulation in terms of solution performance against observational data. Studies of long-term capacity expansion
in service industries, including electric power, and short-term scheduling of
thermal electricity generating units provide motivation and illustrations. The
chapter concludes with directions for future research.

1 Introduction
Each day, a flowergirl must decide on a quantity of fresh flowers to purchase at
the wholesale cost before finding out how many she is able to sell at the retail
price that day. Unlike her brother, the newsboy, she is able to hold onto some
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Fig. 1 Stochastic modeling and optimization process.

fraction of unsold inventory – flowers that remain fresh enough to sell on the
following day. Her daily problem is to choose a purchase quantity to maximize
profit over a sequence of days. If she buys too many she wastes money on
flowers that cannot be sold. If she buys too few then she either incurs an
opportunity cost of uncollected revenue (Casimir, 1990) or is forced to pay
the retail price to make up the difference (Pflug and Pichler, 2014). Having
operated this business for a while, she has data on past demand that she can
combine with knowledge about future events such as holidays to estimate a
joint probability distribution for demand in the days ahead. The ability to
carry inventory means that, unlike the newsboy, she cannot simply compute
and purchase a critical fractile of the demand distribution for a single day.1
A rolling strategy for solving problems such as the flowergirl’s is depicted in
Figure 1. At each time, t, given a decision problem with uncertain parameters,
we fit a stochastic process model using the data available at that time. Next, we
approximate the space of possible realizations, keeping solution procedures in
mind, and solve the approximated problem. The solution procedure itself may
introduce further levels of approximation. Finally, we implement the decisions
that must be taken at time t, roll forward to time t+1, and repeat the process.
Errors can enter the process at any step – in fact, they are deliberately introduced in the form of approximations employed for computational tractability. For the decision maker to accept the sequence of decisions suggested, she
must be persuaded that the whole process of modeling, approximation, and
1 Generally I prefer the gender-neutral term “newsvendor,” but in this book chapter I wish
to emphasize that the professional problem solved by the woman may be more complicated
than the one her male counterpart faces!
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solution is sound. Given that, in an uncertain world, more or less sound decisions can be followed by either good or bad consequences, the best decision
justification we can offer is that we continually did the best we could with the
information we had available. How can we support this claim with data?
The following sections describe research on various aspects of this rolling
process for decision making under uncertainty conducted over the past three
decades. Recurring themes that pervade this work include the use of datadriven methods to specify instances, an emphasis on optimizing the initial
one of a sequence of decisions, and a reliance on approximation and solution
methods that decompose the stochastic optimization problem according to the
possible future realizations of the uncertain parameters. A section is devoted
to each step of the rolling process, culminating in some recent efforts to comprehensively assess the whole cycle. Forecasters test the quality of outputs by
backcasting; i.e., testing how accurately their methods would have predicted
values in a historical dataset, while financial traders test trading strategies
by backtesting them on historical datasets. Similarly, I argue that the process depicted in Figure 1 should be assessed by re-enactment over a sequence
of historical instances. This process is distinguished from simulation by the
use of actual obervations rather than randomly generated data. The chapter
concludes with research needs.

1.1 Recurring Applications
Much of the work described in this chapter has focused on two types of resource
management problems, one with a long term orientation and the other having
a short term perspective. Planning for the long term inherently involves uncertainty because of the difficulty of forecasting demands and costs in advance.
Uncertainty is also present in short-term scheduling of assets when they rely
on variable inputs while demand is governed by both physical processes and
consumer decisions. Both applications concern the provision of services where
the impracticality of either storing inventory or delaying delivery mandates
that demand is satisfied when it is experienced.
Capacity expansion: Planning capacity additions to meet a growing demand
for service is challenging because the rate of future demand growth is difficult
to predict, while the facilities that can be employed to meet the demand typically are not continuously expandable. Capacity comes in chunks because of
physical constraints and/or scale economies. Different types of facilities may
exist with various combinations of investment levels, operational costs, and
lead times for building or installing them. Demand may vary continously over
time and be spatially distributed with physical limits on transportation from
the facilities to the demand locations. The time value of money affects the relationship between immediate and future costs. Ryan et al (2011) summarized
challenges of resource planning in the electric power industry.
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Unit commitment: In electric power systems, thermal generating units are subject to operating constraints and cost characteristics that limit their flexibility
to change production levels. Unit commitment is the problem of scheduling
which units will run at each future time point in view of these considerations,
which take the form of minimum up- and downtime constraints; limits on how
quickly units can start up or shut down and how fast production can ramp
up or down when they are running; and fixed costs for producing at any positive level, which result in minimum economically feasible production levels in
addition to upper limits imposed by their capacities. Different types of units
vary in the severity of these constraints as well as in their variable production
costs, which mostly depend on fuel cost. The deepening penetration of variable renewable generation, such as wind and solar energy, has increased the
uncertainty in the net demand for electricity that thermal units are required
to supply. At the same time, wholesale market rules impose strict limits on the
amount of time available for optimizing the unit commitment schedule. The
challenge is to build a credible model of uncertainty and produce high-quality
solution within the time limits.

2 Stochastic Process Modeling
Ryan (1988) used an indirect approach to addressing uncertainty in optimization problems, such as production planning or capacity expansion, formulated
over indefinite time horizons. This work began with a deterministic formulation
of a dynamic optimization problem over an infinite time horizon and used the
concepts of a forecast horizon and a solution horizon. A forecast horizon is a
time horizon sufficiently long that any information pertaining to events after it
ends has no impact on the decision that is optimal to implement immediately.
Under the assumption of a unique optimal unitial decision, a forecast horizon
was defined in Ryan and Bean (1989) as a time horizon length such that, if the
problem is solved over a finite horizon at least that long, the (unique) optimal
decision will coincide with the optimal initial decision for the infinite horizon
problem. Relaxing the uniqueness assumption, Ryan et al (1992) defined a
(general) solution horizon as a time horizon long enough that, if the problem
is solved over a finite horizon at least that long, any optimal initial decision
identified is guaranteed to be optimal for the infinite horizon problem. The underlying assumption in this work is that events can be forecast with reasonable
accuracy over some initial time period. The question was, how long must that
initial time period be for a decision maker to confidently implement an initial
decision? If future costs are discounted sufficiently then future uncertainties
diminish in importance.
Ryan et al (1992) continued in this vein by developing a method for breaking ties among alternative optimal solutions so that a solution horizon could
be identified. This paper included a numerical study of capacity expansion assuming a finite set of facility types characterized by their capacities and fixed
costs, as well as a known function for the cumulative demand for capacity over
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time, eventually bounded by an exponential function with a rate less than the
interest rate used to continuously discount future costs. Because facility costs
exhibited economies of scale, eventually a “turnpike” facility, offering the most
cost-efficient capacity growth per unit time, would be adopted. However, finding the initial sequence of optimal installations before this turnpike policy
took effect required optimization. The numerical results indicated that solution horizons could be substantially shorter than forecast horizons, so that an
optimal initial decision could be identified easily even under almost complete
uncertainty about demand growth in the long run.
Experience with forecasting demand growth for use in expansion planning
in the utilities division of a large chemical manufacturer prompted me to consider how to model uncertainty in a realistic way that managers would appreciate. This division was responsible for producing steam used for process heat,
to run mechanical equipment, and to cogenerate electric power. While electricity generation was supplemented by outside purchases, steam production
was entirely internal to the plant. Because having insufficient steam pressure
could result in product quality degradation or even force a partial plant shutdown, planning sufficient boiler capacity was critical. The existing planning
process was to annually generate a five year forecast for demand growth. To
protect against forecast errors and allow for the lead time required to procure
and install equipment, a fixed margin was added to the forecast. The need to
expand capacity was signaled if the augmented demand growth was projected
to equal or exceed existing capacity within this five-year planning horizon.
Two major features appeared to be important to include in a model for uncertain demand growth for use in such an environment. One was to explicitly
represent forecast revisions that occurred in response to demand data observed
each year. The other was to replace the fixed margin with a probabilistic envelope around the forecast that would reflect the increase in uncertainty associated with forecasts of more remote time periods. The utility managers were
comfortable with statistical confidence intervals and had retained historical
records of monthly steam usage. Some questions that arose were how often to
update the forecast and what would be a suitable confidence level to use in constructing prediction intervals. These two model parameters are related because
less frequent forecast revisions could decrease the accuracy of the prediction
limits, while requiring a higher confidence level would magnify the effect of
inaccurate point forecasts. Ryan (1998) describes an empirical study in which
a time series model was fit to the historical data and the process of repeatedly
generating forecasts with the latest available data was re-enacted, augmented
by either a fixed or a probabilistic margin. Upon each forecast revision, the
optimization problem to determine the optimal timing of additional boiler installation was solved using the augmented demand and implementation of any
capacity increment to occur before the next roll forward was recorded. The
resulting re-enacted capacity expansion policies were compared according to
their combinations of total discounted cost and measures of insufficient capacity. Based on an efficient frontier constructed with these two performance
measures, the value of more frequent forecasts became apparent while cost-
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risk profiles of the different capacity margins could be assessed. By assigning
a penalty value to capacity shortages, McAllister and Ryan (2000) used firstorder stochastic dominance in an expanded simulation study to select the best
combination of forecast frequency and capacity margin.
Although the use of fixed or probabilistic capacity margins was partially
motivated by the lead times required to expand capacity, those lead times had
not been modeled explicitly in optimization models, going all the way back to
classical work by Manne (1961) and Freidenfelds (1981). The model formulated
in Ryan (2003) considered them as fixed constants while representing demand
according to a time series model with parameters that could be estimated from
data. The choice of an integrated moving average model allowed different aspects of the uncertainty in demand; namely, its autocorrelation which results
in nonstationary expected growth and its random variation about the expectation, to be isolated. The presence of lead times suggested that expansions
should be based on the capacity position, similar to the inventory position
commonly used in inventory models, that includes not only existing capacity
but any capacity in the process of being added. The optimality of an expansion
timing policy based on the proximity of uncertainty-inflated demand to this
capacity position could then be proved. An approximation for the optimal
expansion size was found by adapting a continuous-time optimal expansion
policy to the discrete time setting compatible with the demand growth model.
Simulation studies revealed the effects of autocorrelation and randomness in
the demand growth on the threshold of excess capacity position that would optimally trigger an expansion. The main conclusion was that failing to account
for autocorrelation (or nonstationarity) in the demand growth model could
lead to overestimating the randomness and expanding capacity too early, resulting in higher than necessary discounted costs.
To explore the effect of expansion lead times analytically, Ryan (2004)
modeled demand growth as following a geometric Brownian motion (GBM)
process, in line with earlier work by Manne (1961); Bean et al (1992), and
showed how to optimize expansions to minimize their expected discounted
cost subject to a service level constraint. Meanwhile, real options models had
been rapidly increasing in popularity as a way to assess the value of the flexibility provided by some investment alternatives to respond to uncertain future
events. Motivated by the success of the Black-Scholes formula for the value
of a European call option on a stock along with analogies between financial
options and operational flexibility, many authors formulated models for investment or even operational decision problems that relied on an explicit or
implicit assumption that the value of some “underlying asset” would follow a
GBM process. In the engineering economic analysis literature, some examples
of such GBM-following variables cited by Marathe and Ryan (2005) included
both sales volume and price of a product; internal production, outsourcing
and delivery costs of a product; prices of commodities derived from natural
resources; present values of cash flows pertaining to equipment operation; and
various other physical asset values. Such assumptions did not frequently appear to be based on any analysis of data. Relying heavily on Ross (1999),
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we proposed simple statistical tests of historical time series data that would
verify the fundamental assumptions of the GBM model and allow for reliable
estimates of the model’s parameters. Applying them to historical data concerning electricity consumption, airline passenger enplanement, revenue from
cell phone subscriptions and number of Internet hosts, we found that the data
were consistent with the GBM assumptions in the first two instances but not
the last two. It would be interesting to re-examine updated data concerning
demand for capacity in the two then-nascent industries for which we found the
GBM model to not fit well. Meanwhile, Marathe and Ryan (2009) employed
formulas for pricing exotic options to evaluate the potential for shortage during
the lead time required to add capacity, assuming GBM demand growth.

The capacity expansion studies described above employed stochastic process models directly in continuous-time dynamic programming problem formulations. The formulations were simple enough that at least some aspects
of the form of an optimal policy could be derived analytically and only modest computation was necessary to find optimal solutions. Sample paths of the
stochastic process models were generated only for the purpose of simulating or
re-enacting the process of estimating parameters, constructing forecasts and
probability limits, and computing the corresponding decision sequences. In
situations where operational costs vary widely according to the investment
decisions chosen, stochastic programming models are more suitable. Efforts to
discretize stochastic process models in order to generate scenarios are described
more in section 3. While the emphasis shifts to finding a relatively small set
of scenario paths that well represent the whole space of possible future realizations, it is important to not neglect the identification of an appropriate
stochastic process. For example, Jin et al (2011) applied the statistical tests
suggested by Marathe and Ryan (2005) to validate the use of GBM models
for both demand for electricity and the price of natural gas before applying
a moment-matching procedure to generate scenarios for a two stage model of
electricity generating capacity expansion.

This section concludes with a recent effort to build a stochastic process
model that can be used to generate probabilistic scenarios for short-term planning. Feng and Ryan (2016) combined various methods including a functional
regression method based on epi-splines (Royset and Wets, 2014) to develop
a model of demand for electricity based on a day-ahead weather forecast
while capturing typical temporal patterns and accounting for seasonal and
geographic information. While the accuracy of the forecast can be assessed
according to the usual measures of mean squared error and mean absolute
percentage error, the shape of the distribution of forecast errors plays an important role in generating probabilistic scenarios based on the model. Our
approach resulted in both tighter and less skewed error distributions than
commonly used benchmark models.
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3 Discretization
Once a stochastic process model for the evolution of uncertain parameters is
identified, the next step is to find a tractable representation of it for use in
optimzation. With a few exceptions, such as the infinite horizon generic capacity expansion models described in Section 2, a continuous-time and -state
stochastic process model cannot be used directly in optimization. The process
of formulating a discrete set of future realizations, with associated probabilities, has been investigated under the label of scenario generation. One popular
approach is to randomly generate a large collection of sample paths and then
apply so-called scenario reduction procedures to identify a representative subset. While some methods for stochastic optimization embed the scenario generation or sampling process within the optimization procedure, I focus attention
on methods where the representation of uncertainty is completed before the
solution procedure commences.
Study of a medium-term energy planning problem sparked my interest
in this issue. Quelhas et al (2007) had formulated a multiperiod generalized
network flow model for bulk energy flows in the US and Quelhas and McCalley
(2007) had validated it against actual utilization of different primary energy
sources to meet the demand for electric energy over a year. While coal prices
were quite stable, the volatility in the prices of natural gas and crude oil made
the assumption of deterministic fuel costs seem unrealistic. In the first few
years of the twenty-first century, natural gas generation had grown to account
for a significant share of electricity generation in the US because of the relative
flexibility and lower emissions of gas-fired generating units compared to coalfired ones. However, before innovations in shale gas extraction took hold, the
price of natural gas was generally increasing with considerable volatility from
year to year. Our goal in Wang and Ryan (2010) was to add a representation
of the fuel cost uncertainty to the network flow model and investigate the
impact of this uncertainty on resource utilization decisions. Because the model
of Quelhas et al (2007) was formulated on a discrete-time basis, a natural
approach was to form the deterministic equivalent of a two-stage stochastic
program where flows for one period composed the first-stage decisions and
flows for later periods composed the recourse decisions that could be delayed
until after the fuel prices for those periods were realized. We adopted a receding
horizon approach to simulate the process of monthly decision making with
updates on the fuel price forecasts. We used just three possible values of natural
gas price in each month, corresponding to the point forecast and its lower and
upper confidence limits according to forecasts published by the US Department
of Energy. Even so, the assumption of independence between periods resulted
in a large number of scenario time series. When they were combined with
the thousands of nodes and arcs in the original deterministic formulation, the
extensive form of the deterministic equivalent became prohibitively large.
Several approaches exist for managing the computational difficulties associated with solving with the large-scale deterministic equivalent, and most
realistic applications require a combination of them. One is to apply decom-
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position methods, such as those based on scenario decomposition as described
in Section 4 or Benders decomposition as applied by Wang and Ryan (2010).
Another is to limit the number of scenarios used, as described in Section 3.1.
Both of these approaches assume the deterministic formulation is fixed and approximate either the joint probability distribution of the uncertain parameters
or the optimal solution of the problem based on a given discrete distribution
(i.e., a scenario tree). A third approach, discussed in Section 3.2, is to consider
more carefully the relative value of detail in the deterministic formulation as
opposed to the representation of uncertainty.

3.1 Scenario reduction
Wang (2010) investigated the existing scenario reduction approaches based on
probability metrics (Dupac̆ová et al, 2003; Heitsch and Römisch, 2003) and
deemed them unsatisfactory because they operate entirely within the probability space of the stochastic process realizations without considering the
optimization context. In fact, they are motivated by results concerning the
stability of the optimal first-stage decisions with respect to the discrete approximations they provide of the continuous probability distributions for the
uncertain parameters. However, there are two levels of approximation present
in these, by now, “classical” methods of scenario reduction. First, proximity of
the solution found using the reduced scenario set to the true optimal solution is
expressed in terms of an upper bound on the distance in cost, not the distance
itself. Second, the optimization problem to find a reduced scenario set that
minimizes this upper bound is only approximately solved using fast heuristics
such as fast forward selection (Heitsch and Römisch, 2007) – otherwise, the
scenario reduction procedure could be less tractable even than the optimization problem it is intended to simplify. To inject some information about the
optimization context into the reduction procedure, Wang developed a heuristic approach that employed the forward selection heuristic within clusters of
scenarios identified on the basis of their similarity in terms of their optimal
first-stage decisions.
Feng and Ryan (2013) elaborated this idea and applied it to the electricity generation expansion planning model of Jin et al (2011). The momentmatching procedure was simplified to take advantage of the stationarity property of the GBM processes. However, even with only two or three branches
in the scenario tree each period, the number of scenario paths was too large
to allow for solving the extensive form of the deterministic equivalent over
a realistic time horizon. As Wang had proposed, we solved the deterministic
“wait-and-see” subproblem for each scenario, characterized the optimal decision in terms of a few summary descriptors, and then clustered the scenarios
based similarity of these descriptors for the resulting optimal decisions. By applying fast forward selection to choose one scenario from within each cluster,
we obtained a reduced set of scenarios that performed similarly to a set of the
same size found by applying fast forward selection to the whole set of scenar-
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ios. However, the time required for our reduction procedure was much lower
and, unlike forward selection, remained approximately constant regardless of
the desired number of scenarios in the reduced set.
For stochastic unit commitment, limiting the number of scenarios is critical
for obtaining high quality commitment schedules in the limited time allowed
by market rules on the day before the target day. Feng et al (2015) combined
segmentation of similar days with epi-spline functional regression to develop
stochastic process models for the hourly load, incorporating the uncertainty
associated with weather forecasts. Rather than generating randomly sampled
paths, we carefully constructed probabilistic scenarios by approximation using
conditional expectations. Probabilistic scenarios for wind energy generation
were obtained from a commercial vendor based on numerical weather prediction models. The net load scenarios, representing possible time series of load
less the wind generation amounts, were formed by crossing the two sets of
scenarios. Thus, although the sets of scenarios had been carefully constructed
to be small, we still ended up with large sets of net load scenarios. To reduce
their number, Feng and Ryan (2016) further developed the approach of Feng
and Ryan (2013). In this variant, scenarios were clustered based on the major
components of the objective function; namely, the production cost and the
positive or negative imbalance between energy produced and the net load in
each hour. Compared with the unit commitment schedules found by using fast
forward selection, those produced by optimization with our reduced scenario
set provided more reliable electricity delivery and were more similar to the
schedules produced by using the whole set of scenarios.

3.2 Comparative granularity
Quelhas and McCalley (2007) validated their deterministic model by comparing its optimal network flows with the actual amounts of fuel transported and
utilized for electricity generation as well as the electricity transmitted among
regions in case studies of two separate past years. They attributed differences
between the optimal and actual network flows to the spatial and temporal
aggregation necessitated by limitations in the available data and the absence
of market interactions in the model, as well as the lack of representation of uncertainty and future expectations by decision makers. Wang and Ryan (2010)
attempted to represent uncertainty in fuel costs, as well as changing expectations concerning them, by re-enacting the solution of a stochastic program
where the scenarios represented both the forecasts and the associated levels
of uncertainty, with forecast updates included in the receding horizon procedure. When this was done, the multiperiod flows comprising the sequence of
first-stage decisions that would be implemented in the receding horizon procedure were quite similar to the actual decisions that had been made. As we
concluded in the paper, “When model validation is unsatisfactory, analysts
frequently strive to include more temporal or spatial detail. Our results suggest that incorporating stochastic variability may be another practical way to
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improve model fidelity, especially when historical forecasts are available but
disaggregated temporal and spatial data are not.”
Similar issues arise in infrastructure planning, specifically electicity generation and transmission expansion planning. Practitioners advocate a procedure
called scenario planning, where they define a scenario as a description of possible future conditions under which the infrastructure would be operated, usually
at a single future time point. Electricity system resource planners sometimes
use the word “future” instead, where a future could describe global system
characteristics and policy choices such as degree of penetration of renewable
energy; and the presence or absence of carbon emission regulations, large-scale
energy storage, and demand response mechanisms. A detailed deterministic
operational model is used to optimize investments in infrastructure for each
future, with the goal of identifying investment decisions that are common
across all futures. Muñoz et al (2014) provide a clear description and critique
of this approach, as compared with stochastic programming, in a transmission
expansion planning case study for the western US. The weaknesses of scenario
planning include the lack of any assessment of the relative likelihood of the
futures considered and the possibility that a decision that is optimal for each
scenario individually is not optimal when they are considered simultaneously.
However, the intuitive appeal of this approach has led to its widespread
adoption and the related assumption that operational models must be sufficiently detailed to accurately assess the value of infrastructure investments.
Including a high level of operational detail produces a large scale multiperiod
optimization model, with both high-dimensional decision variables, some of
which are discrete to represent nonconvexities, and many constraints to capture the details of system operation under temporal variation. As a result,
planners are reluctant to consider many different futures or scenarios because
simulating operation with each one is so expensive computationally. In such
a context, a stochastic program with multiple probabilistic scenarios to be
considered simultaneously appears impractical. Jin et al (2014) formulated
a stochastic program for thermal generation expansion planning with probabilistic scenarios representing availability of wind power in a typical year.
To control the size of the extensive form, we compared the results of different
simplifications. One was to decrease the stochastic granularity by reducing the
number of wind energy scenarios considered and the other was to decrease the
temporal granularity by dropping the nonconvex unit commitment constraints
while retaining the continuous ramping restrictions. In case studies comparing
the results of both approximations with the full model, we found that the more
granular stochastic representation combined with coarse-grained operational
constraints resulted in more accurate solutions and more efficient computation
than than the coarse-grained stochastic representation combined with highly
detailed operational constraints. Accuracy of the solution was judged according to similarity with the solution obtained by solving the full model with high
detail in both the stochastic and temporal representations.
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4 Solution Methods
Both capacity expansion and unit commitment are naturally formulated as
stochastic mixed integer programs (SMIPs) because of the discrete character
of the primary decisions. In capacity expansion, increments of capacity typically are not available in continuous sizes because of economies of scale and
other design considerations for durable equipment or the construction of major
facilities. The decision variables that describe operations may also be discrete
because of minimum run-time or production level constraints, discontinuities
in marginal cost, or nonlinearities that are approximated as piecewise linear.
In unit commitment, binary decision variables are used to express the fundamental on/off decisions as well as nonlinear or nonconvex operational features.
In realistically scaled instances, the deterministic subproblem for a single scenario may be challenging to solve in a reasonable amount of time. In both
application contexts, considerable research has been devoted to devising reformulations and decomposition methods to solve the deterministic instances
efficiently.
Including multiple probabilistic scenarios for parameter values exacerbates
the computational challenge and motivates the development of approximate
solution methods. Various decomposition methods have been explored including Benders (stage-wise) decomposition and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition
(column generation), as well as Lagrangian relaxation of “complicating constraints.” We have focused on scenario decomposition, which can be viewed
as relaxation of the nonanticipativity that is expressed either implicitly or explicitly in the formulation of a SMIP. Nonanticipativity is expressed implicitly
by formulating the problem in terms of decision stages, where the decision
variables in a given stage can depend on realizations of uncertain parameters
observed in that stage or earlier, but not on values to be revealed in future
stages. In a scenario formulation, all decision variables are scenario-dependent,
but explicit nonanticipativity constraints are introduced to force agreement in
a given stage for all decision variables corresponding to scenarios that agree up
to that stage. When the nonanticipativity constraints are relaxed, the problem decomposes into separate deterministic scenario subproblems that can be
solved efficiently using all the solution technology developed for deterministic
instances in that application. For example, software for solving unit commitment combines mixed integer programming solvers with specialized constraint
management and acceleration techniques such as warm starting.
Scenario decomposition algorithms for solving SMIPs typically produce
approximate solutions because exact methods based on branch-and-bound
(Carøe and Schultz, 1999) converge too slowly to be practical or because guarantees of convergence to optimality that exist in the continuous case (Rockafellar and Wets, 1991) fail to hold for nonconvex problems. Focusing without
loss of generality on cost-minimization problems, lower bounds on the optimal
objective function value are essential, either to employ in branch-and-bound
algorithms or to assess the quality of a terminal solution. In the scenario decomposition method known as progressive hedging, Gade et al (2016) derived
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a lower bounding approach using the information available in any iteration
of the algorithm and demonstrated its practical use in two-stage stochastic
server location as well as stochastic unit commitment. Cheung et al (2015)
employed these lower bounds, in stochastic unit commitment instances of the
scale typically solved daily by US independent system operators, to demonstrate that parallel progressive hedging could obtain high-quality solutions in
a practical length of time. For two-stage SMIPs, Guo et al (2015) exploited
the correspondence between this progressive hedging lower bound and one
based on Lagrangian relaxation of the nonanticipativity constraint to speed
up convergence of the exact branch-and-bound algorithm of Carøe and Schultz
(1999). Guo and Ryan (2017) extended the progressive hedging lower bound to
certain time-consistent formulations of risk-minimizing multi-stage stochastic
programs.

5 Comprehensive Assessment
Following the sequence of activities discussed in the previous three sections,
we have
1. formulated a stochastic process model for uncertain parameters in our optimization model, informed by observational data and allowing parameter
estimates to be updated as additional data are collected;
2. carefully discretized the models to produce a modest number of probabilistic scenarios, considering tradeoffs the amount of detail included in
operational considerations and the granularity of the stochastic discretization; and
3. developed a method to assess the quality of an approximate solution to the
resulting stochastic mixed integer program.
Steps 2 and 3 have emphasized the role of scenario subproblems. Scenario
reduction methods developed for use in Step 2 employed them to characterize and cluster scenarios in terms of the optimal decisions for the associated
deterministic subproblems. The lower bound in Step 3 was developed for solution procedures based on scenario decomposition. This section describes approaches to assess the quality of scenario sets and the solutions obtained by
optimizing against them. As in the previous work, we employ scenario decomposition and emphasize the influence of different scenarios on the decisions to
be implemented at once. In settings where instances of the same problem are
solved repeatedly with continually updated parameter values, we argue that
re-enactment is an appropriate data-driven approach for assessment and develop computationally efficient shortcuts for it. Here we use the term scenario
generation method (SGM) to denote “any combination of stochastic process
modeling, approximation, sampling and reduction techniques that results in
a set of probabilistic scenarios based on the information available at the time
[when] the [stochastic program] is to be solved” (Sarı Ay and Ryan, 2018).
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5.1 Direct Assessment of Scenario Generation Methods
Before describing methods for assessing scenario generation methods, let us
consider some related concepts that have been rigorously defined and tested in
the closely related, but not identical, context of probabilistic forecasting. As
defined by Gneiting and Katzfuss (2014), “a probabilistic forecast takes the
form of a predictive probability distribution over future quantities or events
of interest.” A probabilistic forecast is called calibrated, or equivalently, reliable if the probabilities associated with predicted values correspond closely to
their observed frequencies. The goal for a probabilistic forecaster is to produce predictive distributions that are as concentrated, i.e., sharp as possible,
subject to reliability. The combination of reliability and sharpness is called
skill (Pinson and Girard, 2012). Precise definitions and metrics for these and
other desirable characteristics of probabilistic forecasts of scalar quantities
have been developed. Various “scoring functions,” which measure the distance
between a probabilistic forecast and the observed value, are used to compare
the predictive performance of competing forecasting methods. Although the
observed value could be viewed as a random variable with a degenerate distribution, the probability metrics used for scenario reduction are not mentioned
in the probabilistic forecast assessment literature. Moreover, as Gneiting and
Katzfuss (2014) note, corresponding metrics and scoring functions for assessing probabilistic forecasts of multidimensional quantities (e.g., scenarios for
stochastic programs) are lacking. Many of those that exist were developed
in the context of weather forecasting where, typically, equally likely sample
paths, called ensemble forecasts, are generated by running multiple replications of numerical weather prediction – simulation – models under different
conditions or assumptions. Pinson and Girard (2012) applied some statistical
metrics for reliability and skill to evaluate equally likely scenario time series
for wind energy production over the short term.
It is important here to note a distinction between the so-called “probability
metrics” used in scenario reduction in the stochastic programming literature
and the “statistical metrics” used in probabilistic forecast verification. For
stability of the optimal solution to a stochastic program, the discretized or
reduced scenario set should minimize the distance to the “true” distribution in
terms of the Wasserstein distance. Given two cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs), F and G for a real-valued random variable, the simplest variant of
the Wasserstein distance is (Pflug, 2001):
Z

∞

|F (u) − G(u)|du,

dW (F, G) =

(1)

−∞

that is, the total absolute deviation between the CDFs. This distance measure
is often called the mass transportation or earth mover’s distance because, for
discrete distributions, it can be computed by solving a linear transportation
problem to move the probability mass from one distribution to the other with
minimal work (defined as mass times distance). On the other hand, in the
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nonparametric goodness-of-fit testing literature, the distance between empirical distributions is often measured using the energy distance (Székely and
Rizzo, 2013):
Z ∞
dE (F, G) =
(F (u)−G(u))2 du = 2E|X −Y |−E|X −X 0 |−E|Y −Y 0 |, (2)
−∞

where X and X 0 are independent random variables distributed as F and Y
and Y 0 are independent random variables distributed as G. The name comes
from a relation to Newtonian potential energy within a gravitational space.
The energy score used to evaluate probabilistic forecasts is based on the energy distance between the forecast CDF and the observation (Gneiting and
Raftery, 2007). When probabilistic forecasts and the corresponding observations are available for a collection of historical instances, the skill of the forecasting method can be evaluated in terms of the average energy score over the
instances. Both the Wasserstein distance and the energy distance can be computed easily for joint distributions of several discrete variables, such as time
series, by solving the corresponding mass transportation problem or evaluating
the corresponding expectations as probability-weighted sums.
Another distance-based approach for assessing the reliability of ensemble
forecasts of multidimensional quantities, which can be seen as multiple equally
likely scenarios, is based on minimum spanning trees (Wilks, 2004). Given
a collection of historical instances, the idea is to quantitatively assess the
degree to which the observation is indistinguishable from an ensemble member.
For each instance d = 1, . . . , D, a complete graph is constructed with nodes
for each ensemble member, s = 1, . . . , S, as well as the observation where
edge lengths are computed according to a suitable distance measure, usually
Euclidean distance. Next, a minimum spanning tree (MST) is constructed
to connect all the ensemble members and its total edge length is recorded,
say as `d0 . Then, for each ensemble member s = 1, . . . , S, the observation is
substituted for member s and the length of the resulting MST over those S
nodes, not including member s, is recorded as `ds . The S + 1 MST lengths
for instance d are sorted in increasing order and the rank of `0 is recorded
as rd . Finally, a histogram with bins for the possible values 1, . . . , S + 1 of
the ranks {rd , d = 1, . . . , D} is constructed and evaluated for uniformity. A
flat histogram indicates that the observation is equally likely to fall in the
middle of the ensemble or its outer reaches. Overpopulation of the lowervalued bins occurs if the ensemble is either underdispersed or biased because
the observation tends to be more distant from the ensemble members than
they are from each other. A disproportionate number of higher rank values
indicates that the ensemble is overdispersed so that the observation falls in the
middle too often. Uniformity of the rank distribution can be quantified using
a goodness-of-fit statistic but the graphical histogram is appealing because its
shape helps diagnose the nature of the errors in ensemble forecasts (or sets of
equally likely scenarios).
When a scenario generation method employs approximation rather than
generating sample paths of the stochastic process model, or when scenario
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reduction methods are used, the resulting scenarios generally are not equally
likely. To assess the reliability of unequally likely scenarios, Sarı et al (2016)
developed a rank histogram based on the Wasserstein distance. The mass
transportation distance (MTD) rank histogram (Sarı and Ryan, 2016) is constructed similarly to the MST rank histogram with the following three differences. First, `d0 is computed as the minimum cost of transporting the probability mass from the scenarios to the observation. Second, when the observation
is substituted for scenario s, it is assigned the probability of that scenario
and `ds is computed as the minimum cost of transporting all the probability
mass, including that mass having been re-assigned to the observation, to scenario s. Finally, MTDs are sorted in decreasing order to find rd as the rank
of `d0 . In simulation studies, we demonstrated that the MTD rank histogram
has a similar shape to the MST histogram under the same conditions of bias,
overdispersion or underdispersion. The MTD values can be computed directly
(even more efficiently than greedy-algorithm-based MST lengths) as the sum
of probability-weighted distances. We applied the MTD rank histogram, as
well as energy scores and event-based scores, to assess two different methods
for generating wind power scenario time series on the day ahead and found
that it could distinguish among scenario sets based on their autocorrelation
levels as well as their bias and dispersion.

5.2 Assessing Solutions by Re-enactment
While reliability of scenario sets may be seen as a necessary condition for
obtaining good solutions to stochastic programs, it may not be sufficient. In
fact, there seem to be few studies that have “closed the loop” and examined
how well the solution to a stochastic programming performs in the target
context. The stochastic process modeling step can be assessed by comparing
sample paths generated by the model to observed realizations, but studies of
this type are rarely reported. Scenario reduction procedures, operating entirely
in the realm of probability models, aim to approximate a continuous or highly
granular discrete model with a coarse-grained discrete one. We return to the
idea of re-enactment as a data-driven approach for assessing the quality of
solutions obtained by the whole process of formulating a stochastic program,
generating scenarios and obtaining approximate solutions.
The term re-enactment has been used recently, to describe a procedure
to assess prediction intervals for wind energy generation, as “a walk forward
through date-times in the past, computing prediction intervals using only data
available prior to that date-time. In doing so, we compute prediction intervals
using only relevant historical information, and are able to assess prediction interval quality using actual observations not used in the computation of those
prediction intervals” (Nitsche et al, 2017). Staid et al (2017) used a similar
procedure to evaluate scenarios for wind power time series in terms of energy
scores, MST rank histograms, and other metrics. In the context of stochastic unit commitment, Sarı and Ryan (2017) extended this idea to re-enact the
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process of not only generating scenarios but also solving the extensive forms of
the stochastic programs. For each historical day d, we generated scenarios by
competing methods, including some variants, using the data available through
day d − 1, then solved the stochastic program to obtain an optimal commitment schedule, and finally simulated dispatching the committed units to meet
the observed net load on day d. We found that the variant of the scenario
generation method that would be selected according to energy score, MTD
rank histogram and some event-based scores produced the lowest average cost
over the set of historical days.
Encouraged by these empirical results but cognizant of the computational
burden of repeatedly solving stochastic programs to conduct this type of reenactment, Sarı Ay and Ryan (2018) proposed solution assessment methods
for two-stage stochastic programs (SPs) based on MTD rank histograms of the
costs of solutions to scenario subproblems. As described in that paper, “for
each [historical] instance, a single-scenario version of the SP is solved to find a
candidate first-stage solution. Then, for each scenario as well as the observation, the second-stage solution is optimized assuming the candidate solution
has been implemented, and the total cost for the scenario is computed. Reliability assessment is then applied to these costs. Variants of this approach differ
according to whether the expected value (EV) scenario, perfect information
(PI, i.e., the observation), or a randomly selected (RS) scenario is used to find
the candidate solution.” The use of a RS scenario is consistent with the notion
that members of a reliable scenario set are statistically indistinguishable from
the corresponding observations. We simulated this process using synthetic data
for stochastic server location as well as stochastic unit commitment instances
and then applied it to a case study of stochastic unit commitment with uncertain wind energy production. “Simulation studies demonstrate that reliability
of SGMs can be assessed accurately by the EV-based method. The stochastic
unit commitment case study indicated that the PI- and RS-based methods
can be used to distinguish between higher and lower quality SGMs, as have
been identified by re-enactment” (Sarı Ay and Ryan, 2018).

6 Conclusion and Further Research
My current interest in re-enactment as a data-driven strategy for evaluating
the entire modeling and solution process depicted in Fig. 1 arose while conducting a project on stochastic unit commitment for the Advanced Research
Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) of the US Department of Energy. Because
of the funding source, the project emphasized engagement with end users to
enable transfer of the technology developed. Our team, which included personnel from two universities, a software developer and a national laboratory in
partnership with an independent system operator, readily identified two major
barriers to adoption of stochastic optimization by electricity system operators.
One was mistrust in the scenario generation process and the other was doubt
that high quality solutions could be found within realistic time limits. Some
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of the research described in Section 3.1 was aimed at overcoming the former
barrier while the work outlined in Section 4 addressed the latter. The pair of
papers by Feng et al (2015) and Cheung et al (2015) summarize this project’s
major accomplishments. However, the real test of our project came when we
were asked to demonstrate the cost savings that the system operator might
enjoy by replacing their current deterministic optimization with our proposed
stochastic programming procedure. To estimate them, our team conducted
a detailed and careful re-enactment of daily unit commitment over a year’s
time. For the stochastic programming model, this process included stochastic
process modeling and scenario generation using the data available up to the
target day, followed by dispatch of the committed units to satsify the observed
net load on the target day. The results demonstrating savings of a few percent
have been presented at conferences but, unfortunately, not documented in a
published paper.
While writing this chapter I was surprised to recall that one of the first
papers I independently conceived and wrote (Ryan, 1998) involved a similar
process of re-enactment with actual data to test different ways of modeling uncertainty in a capacity expansion problem. About a decade later, after spending some time on queuing models of manufacturing systems, I began working
on stochastic mathematical programming and, again, used re-enactment to explore the impact of uncertainty on an optimization model intended to simulate
actual decision making (Wang and Ryan, 2010).
For this form of validation of the stochastic modeling and optimization
process to be widely accepted and used, it must developed rigorously. For
this development, we need an underlying probability model for the observed
data that first inform the stochastic modeling process and later are used to
evaluate solutions. The detailed re-enactment procedure is predicated on the
idea that a higher quality scenario generation method should result in lower
re-enacted costs. Because the cumulative cost over the re-enactment period is
a random variable that depends on the observed data collected, comparisons
of the costs incurred by different modeling and solution approaches can only
be claimed in probabilistic terms. Proofs that the faster approach for scenario
and solution assessment proposed in Sarı Ay and Ryan (2018) is itself reliable
await completion.
In the long run I envision open-source software tools that could streamline
the conduct of re-enactment studies. Our R package to compute the MTD
rank histogram (Sarı and Ryan, 2016) is a tiny step in this direction. The
PySP package in Pyomo (Hart et al, 2017) has helped to structure the way I
think about a stochastic program, as a deterministic model accompanied by a
scenario tree. This structure facilitates the repeated re-formulation of problem
instances that differ only according to the scenarios included, which is also
necessary for re-enactment. The easy parallelization and inclusion in Pyomo of
an extension that computes the progressive hedging lower bound both facilitate
scenario decomposition as a fast and effective strategy for repeatedly solving
re-enacted optimization models. Transparent validation methods, made easier
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by software tools, could expand the use of stochastic optimization and result
in better decisions in a world of uncertainty.
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